The Annual Meeting & Volunteer Luncheon is an event that our supporters, staff and volunteers look forward to each year. This year was no exception. As attendees enjoyed food provided by Catering by Two Sisters & cake provided by Barbara Hults, Hospice of Orleans, Inc. was thrilled to award Jean Shervin (pictured right) with the Volunteer of the Year award. Jean used the opportunity to speak about her passion for volunteerism and the experience of it being instilled in her as a young girl. She also noted the importance of doing what you can and being sure not to feel guilty for the times that you are unable to help, but to strike a balance.

CEO, Kellie Spychalski, also presented the Mary Janet Sahukar award to Dr. Madejski (pictured below) who has served as the Medical Director for the organization since 1992. Dr. Madejski was elected President of the Medical Society of the State of New York earlier this year and as a result has graciously resigned his role of Medical Director. Hospice of Orleans is sincerely grateful for the care provided by Dr. Madejski for each and every patient that Hospice has had the privilege to serve and we wish him well in all of his future endeavors. Attendees were also fortunate to hear Dr. Andrew Esch (pictured below left), Hospice of Orleans’ new Medical Director speak about his personal experience with Hospice that has inspired his work in providing end-of-life and palliative care. Development Manager, Brittany Dix, also presented The Curtis Foundation with the Business/Civic Award for their ongoing support of Hospice over many years, answering the call many times when the Organization identified a need that would improve quality of care for patients as well as efficiency for staff. Hospice of Orleans would like to thank all of our supporters, friends, and especially volunteers for giving so much heart, along with your time and talents, we certainly could not do what we do without you.
TOAST TO HOSPICE
REVERSE RAFFLE

June 29, 2018 6PM
Leonard Oakes Estate Winery
Call 589-0809 for more information

GRAND PRIZE
$5,000

ONLY 500 TICKETS SOLD!

PRIZES FOR EVERY 50TH TICKET DRAWN INCLUDING:
Queen Sized Homemade Quilt $400 value (contributed by Annette Pearl & Irene Henion)
Mariachi de Oro certificate & Margarita Basket $100 value (contributed by Tim & Maura Pierce)
Wegmans Gift Card $100 value (contributed by Doug & Sue Miller)
Bannister Beef Family Pack & Panek’s Extended Half Share CSA Membership $233 value (contributed by Bannister Beef; Panek’s Pickin’ Patch)
Zambistro Gift Certificate(s) $150 value (contributed by Tim Grabowski; Zambistro)
Canoe $175 value (contributed by Walmart)
Pie of the Month or $120- winner’s choice (contributed by Beverly Saskowski)
Theatre & Dinner Package $190 value (contributed by Ron & Kellie Spychalski; Kavinoky Theatre)
Rocker/Glider $205 value (contributed by Miller’s Bulk Food & Bakery)

GRAND PRIZE $5000

I’d like to show my support by purchasing raffle tickets
(tickets will be mailed):

Name _________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip ___________________________ Phone________________

***YOU DO NOT NEED TO BE PRESENT TO WIN***

Make checks payable to:
Hospice of Orleans, PO Box 489 Albion, NY 14411

Or call Brittany Dix 585-589-0809
22ND ANNUAL HOSPICE GOLF SCRAMBLE
PRESENTED BY

CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL
FUNERAL HOMES INC

WEDNESDAY, JULY 25TH, 2018
HICKORY RIDGE GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB, HOLLEY, NY

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS

Dinner Sponsor $1750
“Dinner Generously Sponsored by: (Business/Organization Name)” displayed in Clubhouse, Complimentary (2) reservations for foursome, Hole, and Placemat Sponsor

Lunch Sponsor $1000
“Lunch Generously Sponsored by: (Business/Organization Name)” displayed in Clubhouse, Hole, and Placemat Sponsor

Team and Table Sponsor $550
A reserved dinner table, Hole Sponsor, Placemat Sponsor, and a Team of Four Players (Dependent upon availability)

Table Sponsor $250
A reserved dinner table, Hole Sponsor, and Placemat Sponsor

Cart Sponsor $150
Organization name displayed on a Golf Cart, and Hole Sponsor

Special Hole Sponsor $125
Organization name displayed on a sign will be placed on Special Hole
(Special Holes include longest drive, closest to the pin, and 50/50 raffles)

Hole Sponsor $100
Organization name will be placed on a Sign on a Hole

Placemat Sponsor $75
Organization name displayed on all dinner placemats

PLAYER INFORMATION

REGISTRATION: 8:30am  SHOTGUN START: 10:00am

FEE: $85 per person if registered prior to 6/26 ; $95 after (Dinner Only - $25)
Includes: Continental breakfast, 18 holes of golf with cart, beverages on the course, lunch at the Turn, dinner & awards banquet, prizes, raffles

REGISTRATION FORM:
Please return form to Hospice of Orleans, PO Box 489, Albion NY 14411. Checks Payable to “Hospice of Orleans, Inc”. Credit Cards Accepted!

Name: ____________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________  Foursome Captain’s Name: _____________________
Pet Peace of Mind Success Stories

A Birthday Surprise
After the incredible loss of her family’s two dogs in September, Hospice of Orleans’ Homecare RN, Dawn, could not have imagined that by February, when her patient’s health was declining and there was a beloved dog needing a home, that she would be the one to offer it. Dawn recalled that the patient’s sons dropped “Muffin” off to her at work on a Friday. This timeline allowed for her whole family to be introduced during their regular Sunday dinner. However, as Dawn introduced Muffin and sifted through the paperwork that accompanied her, she realized that Muffin was actually quite a bit older than she had thought. As a matter of fact, that very Sunday happened to be Muffin’s 13th birthday! Since joining Dawn’s family, Muffin enjoys acting as protector to Dawn’s grandson, doing daily farm chores, playing ball nightly, and lending a listening ear to Dawn’s husband, Neil, who is convinced that Muffin will thoroughly enjoy camping season.

A New Start, A New Name
“I started calling her Lenore, because it looks like she has a mustache that reminds me of Edgar Allan Poe. It took about a week for her to warm up, but now she seems completely comfortable. She is still shy around other people that come over though. She curls up on my lap almost every night when she hears me turn on the tv and when I go to bed she snuggles up right next to me. Once in a while Lenore gets a burst of energy around 2:00am and plays with the loudest toys, but it never seems to last long and then she curls up next to me again. She is just the biggest sweetheart and I’m so happy that I was able to adopt her!”
– Becky Reigle
"The Wet Nose"
By Mike Massaro

We are brought into the world with our eyes closed. Not knowing much about anything but Mom takes care of us she feeds us she cleans us and with her wet nose she lets us know she's near.

As we grow we are always in eyesight of mom we run and play, chew on everything and sleep a lot. Her wet nose lets us know she is here for us.

We go through life full of love, a deep desire to please and undying faith that there's good in everyone. Our curiosity is led by our wet nose. We leave our mark on windows, doors, refrigerators and anything else that smells good or interesting. We find our homes and we allow our humans to think they adopted us but really we chose them.

As life goes on, our wet nose goes everywhere with the touch you know we are there always willing to listen and not judge. The eyes are the window to the soul but our wet nose is the one to our heart.

We grow on each other but when I cross the rainbow bridge my wet nose is what you will remember. Let that bring you comfort knowing the comfort it brought me.

After his mother’s passing in 2015, Mike wanted to give back to Hospice, but didn’t know how. After the Pet Peace of Mind program was introduced, Mike knew it would be something that he could do and underwent volunteer training in 2016. Finally, in November of 2017, Mike was called upon to foster and potentially adopt a senior dog.

Today, he lovingly refers to her as “my Katie”. Katie is the 3rd senior dog that Mike has offered a great home to. While most prefer puppies and young dogs, Mike shares that, while they may no longer be “cute & fuzzy”, he especially appreciates the seniors because their personalities are already established, “they are set in their ways”. If asked, Mike will tell you that Katie will insist that she is a part of everything, that she follows him wherever he goes, and brings a lot of entertainment to his home. “She’s my shadow,” Mike shares.

Thank you Mike, for rewriting Katie’s ending and loving her the way you do!

2017 Bouquet Sale
Top 3 Pre-sale sellers:
Lynn Burgess of Lynn’s Salon (Albion)- 100 bouquets
Valerie Wells- 78 bouquets
Albion Central School District- 75 bouquets

This year’s bouquet sale was amazing & interesting. We encountered late delivery and STILL our community proved to be incredibly generous. With the help of local businesses & a slew of selfless volunteers, we were able to raise more than ever- $9,773

THANK YOU TO ALL WHO PARTICIPATED!
Donations January 1, 2018 - April 19, 2018

2017 Annual Appeal
Henry Barrett
Rita Burrell
Nancy Ciavarri
William and Ruth Covis
Catholic Daughters of America #953
Family Helping Family
John and Becky Fike
Clara Gavenda
Frank and Linda Igoe
Elizabeth Kenyon
Plummer Orchards
Robert Farms
Randy and Joni Robishaw
Rev. and Mrs. Neil Samborski
Flora Sardina
Gary and Laura Simboli
Brad and Lisa Smith
David and Anne Stevenson
Veterans of Foreign Wars, Strickland Post #4635
Ron and Diane Whalin
Wanda Woodruff
Wilford and Joan Wraight

2017 Annual Appeal Honorarium
In Honor of Janice Beech
Douglas Beech

In Honor of Don Durow
Julie Hess

2017 Annual Appeal Memorial
In Memory of Betty Austin
Catherine Hooker

In Memory of Nedra Balcerzak
Thomas McFarland

In Memory of Elaine Banas
Dolores Smith

In Memory of Antionette Barber
Roy Bubb

In Memory of Nancy Berger
Gary Berger

In Memory of Roberta Bradley
Sally Shiffer

In Memory of Joanne Brant
Herbert Brant, Jr.

In Memory of Marilyn Briggs
Jen Zimmer

In Memory of Betty Bubb Campbell
Roy Bubb

In Memory of Marie Bubb
Roy Bubb

In Memory of David Bushover
Donna Bushover

In Memory of Linda Coon
Ronald Coon

In Memory of Kenneth Dack
Joan Bennett

In Memory of Shirley Albone
Joan Bennett

In Memory of Fanny DeMaillie
Glenn Woolston

In Memory of Catherine "Kay" DiLaura
Thomas McFarland
Robert Wells

In Memory of Gary Gross
Floyd Buckland

In Memory of Jerry Heideman and Forest Harp
Ronald Coon

In Memory of Bertha Herriven
Stephen Morgan

In Memory of Marjorie Kast Hubbard
Rolland Kast

In Memory of Warren Hunt
Susan Hunt

In Memory of Merwin Kast
Rolland Kast

In Memory of Henry Kozody
Irene Kozody

In Memory of William and Marion Kusnierczak
Patricia McGaffick

In Honor of Lyndonville Fire Company

In Memory of Alice Martin
Roy Bubb

In Memory of Grace Monacelli

In Memory of Harry Morse & Isabelle Kaniecki
Donna Morse

In Memory of Anna Murray
John Long

In Memory of Mary Lou Noon
Joan McGuire

In Memory of Henry Pienaszek
Charles Stymus

In Memory of Sue Robinson
Thomas McFarland

In Memory of Albert Sabo
Scot Sabo

In Memory of Kelli Schwert
Dave Schwert

In Memory of Gilbert Sparks
Carol Morgott

In Memory of Henry and Mark Surdi
Florence Surdi

In Memory of Mary Swierznski
Barbara Walders

In Memory of Jance Thaine
David Thaine

In Memory of Christine Washak
Anonymous
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In Memory of Scott Watkins
Steve Watkins

In Memory of Linda Watt
Stephen Tracy

In Memory of John Weits
Nancy M. Horth

In Memory of David Whittier
Connie Whittier

In Memory of Betty Woodworth
Floyd Buckland

2018 Golf Tournament Sponsors
Albright Knox Art Gallery
ATB Staffing
Barre Animal Hospital
Buffalo Bills
Buffalo Sabres
Christopher Mitchell Funeral Homes, Inc.
Hojack Ice Cream Shack
Medina Railroad Museum
JP’s Farm Market
Anita Platt’s Puppy Palace
Select Collision
Timber Ridge Golf Club, LLC

2018 Members
Donald Algeo
Doris Antinore
ARC of Genesee Orleans
Tim and Patty Archer
Kathy Babitt
James and Linda Babcock
Marlene Babcock
Frank and Mickey Babcock
Jean Bailey
Cliff Barber
Martha Batt
Carolyn Beecher
Don and Pat Bemont
Dorothy Bentley
Carl Benz
George’s Fancher Road Service
Seaway Insurance Associates
Leslie Blake
Michael Bonafede and Judy Koehler
Gina Boothby
Chester and Elsie Boring
Bruce and Darlene Bozard
Robert and Joanne Bracey
Gary Brennan
Howard Briggs
Wendy Brown
Penny Brown
Norman Bruning
Ike and Chris Burr
Donna Bushover
Ginny Byers
Gilbert Cain
Carl and Patricia Caleb
Dudley and Ruth Chaffee
John and Linda Chrzan
Sanford & Diane Church
Phillip and Marcia Ciarico
Sara Coleman
Geraldine Cook
Lenora Cunningham
Mark Cye
Adrienne Daniels
Francis and Evana Daniels
Donna DaPolito
Lettie Davey
Lowell and Eleanor Davis
William and Diane Dawson
David and Annette Dix
Sheila Dobbins
Patricia Dorney
John and June Dresser
Hugh and Eleni Dudley
James and Patricia Dusett
Nancy Ebbs
Lynn Eckerd
Michael and Krys Elam
Judy Ernenwein
Craig Ernewein
William and Cecelia Feldman
Raymond and Rebecca Feller
John and Becky Fike
Barbara Filipiak
Pauline Firestone
Alan and Gail Foss
Robert and Patricia Fox
Lucretia Fraczak
Joseph Franklin
Frank’s Auto Repair
Nicki Fredericks
Ronald and Roberta Furness
Edward and Valerie Gaesser
Dolores Giarizzo
Terry Gillette
Gary and Terry Gilman
Robert Gilsinan
Sylvia Goodstine
Ada Grabowski
Joe and Janice Grabowski
Francis and Donna Grabowski
Mildred Graff
Claire Graham
Scott and Meaghan Green
Sue Grimm
Harold and Pat Gross
Norman Groth
The Medicine Shoppe
Barbara Hale
Larry and Laura Harvey
Tom and Bonnie Heck
Richard and Cynthia Hellert
Hank and Pat Hellert
Heritage Estates
David Higgins
Peter and Marya Hinchey
Karen Hobart
Robert Holtz
Roland Howell
Jenia Hucksstep
Weldon and Joan Humphrey
Susan Hunt
Monte Huwyler
Bill Irwin
Kent and Patricia Johnson
Margaret Joy
John Jurs
Bonnie Kaniecki
David and Kathy Kast
John A. Keding
Keding Automotive Service
Thomas Keeler
Patricia M. Kennedy
John Kenney
Gary and Grace Kent
William Kent Auctioneers, Inc.
Betty Kirby
Bruce and Edna Kirby
Joan D. Klafshein
Lois A. Klatt
Kniland Dairy Farms
Margaret Koneski
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Kujawa

Thank you to all of our anonymous donors!
Donations January 1, 2018 - April 19, 2018

2018 Members (continued)

Norman Lake
Roseanne Leach
Henry and Barbara Lehning
George and Sue Lepkoske
Jeanette Lindke
John and Loretta Long
Gwen Mackie
Janet Maines
Steve Maley (Stephen)
Shirley Mank
Judy Manley
Janice Mann- Beech
Laura Marek
Mary Marek
Lance and Patty Mark
Kathy Marshall
Cheryl Mart
Michelle Martin
Alice Mauro
Janice McClow
Eileen McElwain
Ann McElwee
Robert McGaffick
Kevin and Debbie McGrath
Louise McGrath
Joseph and Sandy McKain
Medina Lions Club
Donald and Joann Melfi
Bill and Betty Menz
Suzanne Metzo
Douglas and Sue Miller
Jeff and Sue Miller
Louise Misiti
Christopher Mitchell Funeral Homes, Inc.
David Morien
John and Constance Mosher
Janet Mundion
Sheila Myer
Justin and Dina Narburgh
Alberta Neilans
David and Diane Nellist
Lewanne Nettles
Neil and Judy Newton
Lawrence Nicastro
Linda Nielsen
John and Janet Nowak
Oak Orchard Gallery
Mr. and Mrs. William O’Brien
Dolores O’Dowd
Marc and Wendy O’Hearn
James O’Mara
Orleans Vet Club #4635
Jeremiah O’Shea
Charles and Shirley Owen
Corrine Pahura
Duane and Patricia Payne
Jill Pegelow
Stephen and Sandra Peglow
Mae A. Penna
Charles and Marjorie Perry
David Petta
Helen Pleiniaszek
Maura Pierce
Sandra Pitts
Teresa Poler
Russel and Carol Pritchard
John and Joyce Pulver
James Punch
Ronald and Pauline Radzinski
Edward Reid
Bill and Elaine Renouf
Rettke Heating and Cooling
Robert and Marie Rice
Janet Rinas
Orren and Joan Roberts
Virginia Roberts
Fulton Rogers
Janet Rook
Donald and Bernadine Ross
Steven and Marilyn Rouse
Laurie Ruday
Bruce and Karen Rutherford
Satya and Mary Janet Sahukar
Jarred Saj
Mary Ann Salisbury
Robert and Maureen Sanderson
Beverly Saskowski
Paul and Donna Saskowski
Paul and Donna Saskowski
Owen Schaeffer
Paul and Donna Saskowski
Carl E. Schlatter
Robert and Arlene Schrader
David and Peggy Schreck
Wilbur and Carol Shafer
Bradley and Patricia Shelp
Agnes Christine Sherry
Jean Shervin
Sally Naomi Shiffer
Lyne Short
Brockport Federal Credit Union
Marvin Sills
Marlene Skinner
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Slack
Larry and Linda Slattery
Kathleen Smith
Loretta A. Smith
Tim and Liz Snyder
Nancy Spychalski
Douglas and Bonnie Stanton
Anna Stelianou
Lynne M. Stewart
Robert & Hope Stirk
Clark David Stritzel
Florence Surdi
Jack and Jean Swabb
Leatha Taber
Sandy Thaine
Ronald and Betty Thomas
Malcolm and Carolyn Thomas
Joan Thomason
Patricia Thompson
Mary Ann Tillman
Tillman’s Village Inn
Peter and Michelle Toenniessen
Jack and Loretta Tomasino
Richard and Ann G. Tower
Richard and Shirley Tracey
David and Mary Kay Vagg
Kay VanNostrand
Richard and Carolyn Wagner
Barbara Walders
Kay Walter
Vivian Ward
Ronald and Vicki Washak
Edwin and Margaret Washak
Mary Washak
Bonnie Waters
Elizabeth Westlund
David and Jean Wetherbee
Ellie Whipple
Wiley’s Ark Animal Care PC
Edgar and Helen Wilkins
Gary and Susan Wilson
Delores Wolfe
Jean Woodcook
Wanda Woodruff
Wilford and Joan Wraight
Thomas and Nancy Zambito

Toast To Hospice
Baxter Healthcare
Tim Grabowski
Douglas and Sue Miller
Zambistro

Courtesy Cart
IOTA Master Chapter - Beta
Sigma Phi
Maura Pierce
Donations January 1, 2018 - April 19, 2018

**Hospice Garden**
David and Linda Kozubal
Michael and Darcy Monacelli
Brenda Richardson
Nancy Spychalski

**In Kind Donations**
Diane Andrews
Gilbert Cain
Gail Fischer
Louise Mana
Mickey and Molly Pilon

**Pet Peace of Mind**
Wiley's Ark Animal Care PC

**Miscellaneous Donations**
David and Nelda Callard
Captain's Cove Resort, Inc.
Cobblestone Country FCU
Lynn and Billie Condoluci
Terry Cook
William and Catherine Cotriss
Genevieve Karls
Gary Katsanis
Barb Kusmierczak
Judie Maine
Oak Orchard Neighborhood Association
Orleans County Federation of Sportsmens Clubs
Thomas and Mary Robinson
Saint John's Lutheran Church
St. Peter Evangelical Lutheran Church
Ted Scharping
Dan and Elaine Specht
William Standing
Jay and Lisa Stratton
Trinity Lutheran Church
Raymond Toenniessen
Veterans of Foreign Wars Auxilary #1483
Jerome Wilson

**Honorariums**
In Honor of Mr. "Billy" Bower
Kenneth and Mary Ann Spychalski

In Honor of Dan and Chris Krisher's 50th Anniversary
Wilma Bentley

In Honor of Wanda Filipiak's 90th Birthday
Susan Kingsley

In Honor of First Responders from Holley Area
Kenneth and Mary Ann Spychalski

In Honor of Father Mark Noonan
Kenneth and Mary Ann Spychalski

**Memorials**
*In Memory of Christine Allis*
Newell and Becky Allport
Lois Call
Francis Dandrea
Lonnie, Gary and Kenneth Evans
Dorothy Flood
Gleason Elder Statesmen's Club
Frank Lewandowski
Medina School Transportation Association
Stephen and Susan O'Dea
Charles A. Roth and Linda Hayes
Robert and Maureen Sanderson
Lyle and Linda Tague
Nelda B. Toussaint
Jeff and Marcia Toussaint
Delbert and Margaret Walck

*In Memory of Eva Allison*
Susan Kingsley

*In Memory of Carol Aratari*
Michael and Lori Aratari
Dennis and Louise Buckley

*In Memory of Bob and Helen Babbitt*
James Babbitt

*In Memory of Helen Babbitt*
Bonnie Kaniecki
Nancy Neidert
Dick and Marcia Nelson
Richard and Sibyl Pilon

*In Memory of Donald Balcerzak*
Amanda Moore
Carl and Carol Petronio

*In Memory of Antionette Barber*
Joseph and Ingrid Lestorti

*In Memory of Raymond Bates*
Wilma Bentley
Steve Seitz & Marion Fry
Gerald and Arline Nellist

*In Memory of Alfred Batt*
Carl and Carol Petronio

*In Memory of Mary Bellucci*
Susan Kingsley

*In Memory of Fred Bodeway*
Alice Roth

*In Memory of Mary Martha Boice*
Gordon and Sandra Smith

*In Memory of Mary Lou Bow*
Wesley Bradley

*In Memory of Kenneth Braunbach*
Kelli Braunbach
Mary Anne Braunbach

*In Memory of Terry Brooks*
Narby's Superette & Tackle

*In Memory of Gertrude Brozek*
Richard and Johanna Swan

*In Memory of Eva Allison*
Susan Kingsley

*In Memory of Joseph Bujalski*
Carl and Carol Petronio

*In Memory of Sarah Burroughs*
Norm and Joan Ireland
Karen Sodoma

*In Memory of Dolores Rae Cain*
Darlene Wilting

*In Memory of Kathleen Callard*
Brenda Dunn
Nicki Fredericks
Bessie Pritchard
Chris Tompkins

*In Memory of Marie Carlston*
Paul and Joyce Ames
Gordon and Hollis Canham
Matthew and Susan Case
John and Linda Dale
Kathy & Len Dummer
Donations January 1, 2018 - April 19, 2018

- In Memory of Marie Carlston
  Michael and Krys Elam
  Karen Erb
  William and Tamara Ingram
  Emily Koss
  Nancy Mattern & Ron Lodar
  Joanne & Bob Marsala
  Bob & Brenda Mattern
  Marie Mattern
  Mike & Sally Mattern
  Narby’s Superette & Tackle
  Arthur and Lucille Sharf
  Marcia & Mike Sortino
  Faye Woods

- In Memory of Catherine "Kay" DiLaura
  Doris Antinore
  Larry and Sheila Foote

- In Memory of Donald Dix
  Mike and Mary Zelazny

- In Memory of June Duvall
  Susan Kingsley

- In Memory of Harry Chambers
  Roy and Barbara Hults

- In Memory of Robert Dysard
  Michael Johns

- In Memory of Julia Cochran
  Terri Jordan

- In Memory of Clifford and Carol Fearby
  Maureen Anderson

- In Memory of Janice Ferris
  Charles and Margaret Applegate
  Dennis Depczynski
  Bob Gadsby
  Barbara Collyer Greco
  Robert Martin

- In Memory of Ethel Conte
  Mary Knaak

- In Memory of Alice Huntington
  Eileen McElwain

- In Memory of Janice Ferris
  Thomas Noon
  Kenneth and Natalie Pettine
  Mark and Linda Restivo
  Harry and Patricia Ritz
  Ted and Geraldine Swiercznski
  Mary Ann Tillman
  Jack and Loretta Tomasino
  Delores Wolfe

- In Memory of Don and Elsa Fink
  Mr and Mrs. Joe Fink

- In Memory of Evelyn Foote
  Michael and Nancy Donahue
  Douglas and Barbara Greenbaum
  Fred and Dianne Oaksford

- In Memory of Patricia Goetz
  Gordon and Sandra Smith

- In Memory of Cora Handrich
  Ronald and Roberta Furness
  Kathy & Jim Keller
  Thomas Keller

- In Memory of James Hecht
  Doris Antinore
  Stephen and Sandra Peglow

- In Memory of Mary Herring
  Pamela Dutton

- In Memory of Steve Hibbard
  Karen Fortunato
  Mike and Michele Sargent
  Gordon and Sandra Smith

- In Memory of Lois Hickey
  Maureen Anderson

- In Memory of Pam Hill
  Eileen McElwain

- In Memory of Jennifer
  Holbrook
  Maureen Anderson

- In Memory of Alice Huntington
  Eileen McElwain

- In Memory of Oliver Jenks
  Paul & Shirley Wilkins

- In Memory of Marlys Jones
  Jack and Debby Batchellor
  Claire Brown
  John and Donna Capron
  LuAnne Cenci
  Phillip and Marcia Ciarico
  Steve Colby and Claire Stieg
  Thomas and JoAnn Eduardo
  Michael and Krys Elam
  Steve Forman
  Alan and Gail Foss
  Bob Gadsby
  Margaret Gibbs
  Gaines Carlton Church Bible Study Group
  Chris and Pat Haines
  Kevin and Vicki Howard
  William and Nancy Jones
  Bonnie Kaniecki
  John A. Keding
In Memory of Marlys Jones
John Kish
Kramer Classic Cars
Roger and Ingrid LaMont
Walter and Carol Loyal
Don and Judy Manley
Harold and Mary Martin
Mayer Family
Madeline Mills
Beverly Mitchell
Helen Moon
James and Harriet Nashwenter
Sofia Pavlysheche
Charles and Phyllis Pecorella
Stephen and Sandra Peglow
William Pilon
Michael and Amy Reinhardt
Brenda Ross
Charles A. Roth and Linda Hayes
Penfield Education Association
Jerry and Barbara Rouse
Bruce and Carolyn Rustay
Satya and Mary Janet Sahukar
Christine Sartwell
Charles and Kathy Scroger
Scribner School Sunshine Fund
Joan Smith
Steven Smith
Kenneth and Nancy Snyder
Robert & Hope Stirk
Ted and Geraldine Swiercznski
Mary Ann Tillman
Edgar and Helen Wilkins
Wilford and Joan Wraith
Stephen and Karen Zilora

In Memory of Libby Jurs
Bob and Carol Ander

In Memory of Roger Kaniecki
Jack and Loretta Tomasino

In Memory of Anita "Skeet" Kast
Beverly Mitchell

In Memory of Karl Kast
Shirley Atwell
Pauline Broadwell
James and Renee Broadwell
Martha Burris
Michael and Nancy Donahue
George and Marie Follett
Ronald and Nancy Good

Norm and Joan Ireland
Betty Kirby
John and Loretta Long
Don and Judy Manley
Beverly Mitchell
Dale Scottow Nientimp
Joan Smith and Gary Wood
Ted and Geraldine Swiercznski
Barbara B. Thaine
Lyle and Donna Trotter

In Memory of Georgine Kavulich
Richard and Sibyl Pilon

In Memory of Libby Jurs
Bob and Carol Ander

In Memory of Norma Mann
Doris Antinore
Ann McElwee

In Memory of Dolores Manning
Gilbert Cain
Michael and Krys Elam
Deborah Hoffman
Thomas Manning
Velmalee Petrin
Darlene Wilting

In Memory of Henry and Cecelia Keeler
Jane Petta
Ray Markle

In Memory of Margaret Kenney
Amanda Lombardo

In Memory of Wayne Knight
Norm and Betty Knight

In Memory of Henry Kozody
Maureen Anderson

In Memory of Ted Kraynik
Stephen Johnville

In Memory of Jean Kraynik
Ike and Chris Burr
Pamela Dutton
Kim Eldridge
Stephen Johnville
Bruce Marshall

In Memory of Sheri K. Lacey
Lacey Heavy Equipment Repair, Inc.

In Memory of Howard W. Lake
David Schubel

In Memory of Judy Little
Narby's Superette & Tackle

In Memory Marie Lozaw
Susan Kingsley

In Memory of David Maddock
Roger Rush

In Memory of Nunzio Maiorana
Roland Howell

In Memory of Virginia Messore
Thomas Crosby
Edward and Kathleen Fitzsimmons
Nicki Fredericks
Ronald and Roberta Furness
Brian and Christine Garrett
Heide Himes
John and Patricia Himes
Patricia M. Kennedy
Eileen McElwain
Janet Rook
Mary Scarlett
Carol Smith
Robert and Hope Stirk
Ronald and Betty Thomas

In Memory of Kenneth Miller
Douglas and Sue Miller

In Memory of Raymond Morgan
Veronica Barhite
Nikolaj and Darlene Birjukow
Thomas and Charleen Chaapel
Ron and Sharon Cummings
Karen Fortunato
Nicki Fredericks
Robert and Darlene Gerke
Jim & Melanie Hibbard
Todd Hibbard
Lynn Marciszewski
Sheryl Mckee
Stephen and Ellen Morgan
Bessie Pritchard
Robert and Maureen Sanderson
Mike and Michele Sargent
Mike Schuner
Steve Seitz & Marion Fry
Donations January 1, 2018 - April 19, 2018

In Memory of Raymond Morgan
Larry and Linda Slattery
Steven Smith
Ramon and Dolly Watt
E J. Zalesak
Timothy Watson
Jim and Valerie Wells

In Memory of Margaret Olsen
Margaret Joy

In Memory of Ed and Lorretta Pahura
Michael and Patricia Bielicki
Ted and Geraldine Swiercznski
Mary Ann Tillman

In Memory of Richard Pakozdi
Dennis J. Piedimonte
Mark and Robin Spychalski

In Memory of Arlene Parker
Richard Bennett
Sanford and Diane Church

In Memory of Bonnie Patterson
Mr. & Mrs. James Moule
Mr & Mrs. Gerald Moule
Joan Newman
Barbara Reigle

In Memory of Peter Patterson
Doris Antinore
Alice Roth

In Memory of Allen Phillips
Jim and Karen Enderby

In Memory of Jeanette Phillips
John and Deborah Kuhnlein

In Memory of Frank Pitts
Roger and Mary Cassidy
Richard and Roberta Culver
Bill and Ruth Himmelwright
Sandra Pitts
Steven and Marilyn Rouse

In Memory of Sharon Pombert
Pieter and Ellen Aarsen
Donald W. Bishop Jr. DDS

Michael and Georgina Clancy
Kevin and Debbie McGrath
Richard and Donna Pickard
Tom and Lori Stockton
Nancy Walker

In Memory of Howard Poorvu
John and Lisa Misiti

In Memory of Charlie Prentice
Stephen and Sandra Peglow
Robert & Hope Stirk

In Memory of Marcia Pruski
Edgar and Helen Wilkins

In Memory of Howard Rogers
Jean Dix

In Memory of Irene Roth
Newell and Becky Allport
Richard and Donna Anderson
Michael and Patricia Bielicki
Donna Bentley Brenner
Gilbert Cain
John and Helen Callan
Phillip and Marcia Ciarico
Charles and Dorothy Covell
Arnold and Alexandria DeCarlo
Skee and Cheryl Denson
The Digirolamo family
Robert and Diane Furness
Chris and Pat Haines
Kenneth and Linda Haley
Douglas and Brenda Heath
Karl and Debra Heuer
Dick and Betsy Hoffman
Ed and Elinor LeClaire
Nathan & Gail Lyman
Mary Marek
Ricky and Mary Mathewson
Adeline Millis
Gerard and Patricia Morrisey
Alberta Neilans
Edward and Diana Pask
Carl and Carol Petronio
Donald and Bernadine Ross
Ronald Roth
Charles A. Roth and Linda Hayes
Bruce and Carolyn Rustay
Ted and Geraldine Swiercznski
Suzanne Swindon
Leatha Taber

Elizabeth Westlund
Edgar and Helen Wilkins

In Memory of Lester and Irene Roth
Alice Roth

In Memory of Robert Roth
Wesley Bradley
Gilbert Cain
William and Ruth Covis
Larry and Linda Williams

In Memory of Roselyn Salen
Robert and Maureen Sanderson

In Memory of Roland Sanford
Susan Kingsley
Karen Sodoma

In Memory of Holly Sartwell
Ed and Elinor LeClaire

In Memory of David Sevenski
Jean Chatt
Betty Garrett
Patricia M. Kennedy
Susan Kingsley
Robert and Maureen Sanderson
Ted and Geraldine Swiercznski

In Memory of Shirley Smith
Eugene Banas
Lois Call
Eugene Christopher
William and Ruth Covis
John A. Keding
Stephen and Sandra Peglow
Mark and Robin Spychalski
Robert & Hope Stirk
Florence Surdi

In Memory of Warren F. Snyder
Larry and Linda Williams

In Memory of Bonnie Stackwick
Doris Antinore
Richard Bennett
Michael and Patricia Bielicki
Donations January 1, 2018 - April 19, 2018

In Memory of Bonnie Stackwick
Jason Dragon
John and Pam Eddy
Ronald and Barbara Ford
John A. Keding
Beverly Mitchell
Phil and Janet Pasco
Christine Sartwell
Carol Smith
Ted and Geraldine Swiecznski
Jack and Loretta Tomasino
Michael and Judith Trauscht

In Memory of Duane Stahl
Gerald and Sharon Allen

In Memory of Dale Stalker
Veronica Barhite
Jim and Karen Enderby
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stalker

In Memory of June Stalker
Roger and Kathie George
Kent and Patricia Johnson
Gerald and Arline Nellist
James and Janet Pritchard
Janet Rook
Kenneth Schaal
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stalker
Sandra Terryberry

In Memory of Norm Starkweather
Carolyn Starkweather

In Memory of Brian Sullivan
Mark and Robin Spychalski

In Memory of Gerald and Janice Thaine
Mike and Sue Thaine

In Memory of Margaret Theodorakos
Ted and Geraldine Swiecznski

In Memory of Peg Theodorakos
Eugene Christopher

In Memory of Marlin Walter
Newell and Becky Allport
Doris Antinore
Ronald and Barbara Armstrong
William and Peggy Bennett
Richard Bennett
Gary and Charlene Bloom
Chester and Elsie Boring
Karen Bracey
Gilbert Cain
Ace and Sandy Caldwell
Douglas and Linda Chamberlain
Eugene Christopher
William and Ruth Covis
Janice Cummings
Francis and Evana Daniels
Donn Denniston
John and Grace Denniston
Roger and Tina Eibl
Joseph and Joyce Gehl
James and Marlene Graham
Todd, Tammy & Julia Graham
Larry and Laura Harvey
Sherry Haylett
Sherril Hickman
Kathryn Koch
Stephen and Carol Ludwig
Mary Marek
Ray Markle
Douglas and Sue Miller
David and Louise Monaghan
Carl and Carol Petronio
Richard and Sibyl Pilon
Linda Quider
Charles A. Roth and Linda Hayes
Pat and Connie Saeva
Edward and Sally Sessler
Larry and Linda Slattery
Dolores Smith
Paul and Suzanne Snook
Kenneth and Nancy Snyder
Dale and Bev Spencer
Bob and Lorraine St. Maurice
Robert & Hope Stirk
Douglas and Mary Syck
Mary Ann Tillman
Jack and Loretta Tomasino
Charles and Shirley Walter
Butch and Mary Walter
Charles and Shirley Walter
Edgar and Helen Wilkins
Sandra Walter & Michael
Schmackpfeffer
Gregory and Sharon Wright
Wilford and Joan Wraight
W and Terrie Young
In Memory of Leah Watt
Nicki Fredricks
Katherine and Richard Garlock
Chris and Pat Haines
Pam Kelkenberg
Susan Kingsley
Mickey and Molly Pilon
Larry and Linda Slattery
Stephen and Tracey Trattley
Ramon and Dolly Watt

In Memory of Rita Webster
Canal Corner Excavating
Debra DeFillipps
Edmund and Lynda DeFrank
Doug and Linda Dixon
Patricia Fredendall
Andrea Goldhagen
Judith Ann Grabowski
Mary Jo Nayman
Valerie Niederhofer
Mae A. Penna
Stephen and Gail Tipton

In Memory of John Weiss
Joel and Leslie Allen
Halina Alter
Jeff and Candy Evans
Andrea Goldhagen
Lori Hesselson
Anna Krenzer
Martha Simonin
Barbara Smith
Philip and Margaret Sperr
Andrew and Jean Sperr
Keith and Kathleen Stein

In Memory of John Weits
Arthur Weits

In Memory of Robert Wilson
Maureen Anderson

In Memory of Shirley Yagge
Vicki Allen
Celeste Stahl Balaban
Pat Feltz
Diane T. Gilhooly
Dawn Keppler
Kathleen Kickbush
Mia and Olivia Kujawa
Ann McElwee
Earl and Maureen Ruhlman
Steve Seitz & Marion Fry
Stacy Silker

In Memory of Beverly Yates
Brigham
Michael and Pam Maryjanowski
Velmalee Petrin
Larry and Linda Slattery
Memorials (continued)
In Memory of Everett and Beatrice Zarpentine
Alice Roth
Francis and Bonnie Webster

Don’t forget! AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon that lets customers enjoy a wide selection of products, low prices and convenient shopping features as on amazon.com. The difference is that when customers shop on AmazonSmile, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligible purchases to Hospice of Orleans. There is no cost to Hospice of Orleans, the shopping experience is identical to amazon.com, and there are no fees deducted from the donation amount. Enjoy AmazonSmile for back to school, Black Friday, or any of your shopping needs while supporting your local Hospice.

Just type the following link into your address bar and start smiling!

https://smile.amazon.com/ch/16-1336090

On April 16th, Hospice of Orleans had planned to celebrate National Healthcare Decisions Day by distributing the “Five Wishes” Advance Care Planning resource outside at local store, but mother nature had other plans! Please do not forget though, that Hospice of Orleans is YOUR local resource, and we always have “Five Wishes” booklets on hand and encourage our community members to utilize it, or another resource: www.makingyourwishesknown.com to help outline your end of life wishes. Several local organizations have taken advantage of Hospice as a community resource and have learned about the importance of end of life wishes being documented, as well as all of the programs and services that Hospice offers. The resounding theme is that this end-of-life planning is a gift to your loved ones. Please call Hospice of Orleans 589-0809 for more information or any questions that you have about Advance Directives & documenting healthcare decisions.

Give an invaluable gift
...for free

For ALL community members, Hospice is offering advanced care planning at no cost. By simply calling and making an appointment to come in, we will work with you to complete advance directives and give your loved ones the gift of freedom from making these tough choices for you.
Top Left: Twins, Mia & Olivia Kujawa, great-granddaughters of our late patient Shirley Yagge decided after visiting their beloved “Grandma Shirley” in the Martin-Linsin Residence, that they wanted to raise funds through a humble written request placed on the side of an empty juice container. By doing so, Mia & Olivia were able to raise $34 for Hospice’s programs & services!

Girl Scouts from the Oak Orchard Service Unit spent weeks compiling fun word searches, snacks, luxurious lotions, cozy socks, & other goodies to create “welcome baskets” for Martin-Linsin Residence patients and families. Thank you girls for making the Residence even more welcoming and warm with your kindness.
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